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Code of Conduct:  Growing in the Faith 

 

INTRODUCTION: In this epistle, James addresses practical issues that are as current 

as this morning’s newspaper, and yet his challenges are not dated. The timeless truth that 

James presents is that Christians must put their faith into action. The faith that Christians 

claim must be demonstrated in all the situations and circumstances of life, at work, at 

home, in the neighborhood, and in church. Trials and hardships are not to be seen as 

hindrances to faith, but as opportunities to exercise healthy faith. Knowing God’s Word 

is not enough. That knowledge must be applied to our everyday lives. Real faith is the 

application of God’s truth to ourselves. 

 

Authorship: The author is said to be James, the brother of Jesus, also known as “James 

the Just.” He was a leader in the Jerusalem church. 

 

James, son of Joseph and half-brother of Jesus, also known as “James the Just.” That this 

James is the James mentioned earlier as Jesus’ brother is confirmed by Paul in Galatians 

1:18–19: “Then after three years, I went up to Jerusalem to get acquainted with Peter 

and stayed with him fifteen days. I saw none of the other apostles—only James, the 

Lord’s brother.” 

 

SETTING: 
 
Place: James probably wrote this letter from Jerusalem, where he lived. Jerusalem was 

the holy city of the Jews, the focus of the nation’s political and religious life. In 

Jerusalem, Israel’s greatest kings had reigned and prophets had ministered. 

 

VITAL STATISTICS: 
 
Purpose: To expose hypocritical practices and to teach the right Christian behavior. 
 
Author: James, Jesus’ brother, a leader in the Jerusalem church. 
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To Who Written: First-century Jewish Christians residing in Gentile communities 

outside Palestine, and to all Christians everywhere. 
 
Date Written: Probably A.D. 49, prior to the Jerusalem council held in A.D. 50 
 
Setting: This letter expresses James’s concern for persecuted Christians who were once 

part of the Jerusalem church. 
 
Key verse: “But someone will say, ‘You have faith; I have deeds.’ Show me your faith 

without deeds, and I will show you my faith by what I do” (2:18). 

 

There are several themes that we will cover in the Book of James. These are the main 

topics covered in this letter: 

⁃ “Living Faith,”  

⁃ “Trials,”  

⁃ “Law of Love,”  

⁃ “Wise Speech,”  

⁃ and “Wealth.”  

 

Living faith: In all of this, Paul’s main point was that a person could never be good 

enough to “earn” his or her salvation. And because everyone has sinned, all people fall 

into this lost category — all fall short. “This righteousness from God comes through faith 

in Jesus Christ to all who believe. There is no difference, for all have sinned and fall 

short of the glory of God.” 

 

In summary: James was speaking of good deeds after conversion, as evidence of faith 

and a right relationship with God — true faith produces good works. Paul was speaking 

of good deeds before conversion — they can never earn or produce a right relationship 

with God — obedience follows profession. 

 

The problem faced by James in the first century is one that is prevalent today. Churches 

are filled with people who claim to be followers of Christ. Unfortunately, however, the 

claims of many of those professed followers are hollow because their faith is shallow.  
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Trials (1:2–18; 5:7–11). The early church was born at a time of severe trials — 

remember, James was writing to believers who had been scattered throughout the world 

by persecution. So it should come as no surprise that one of this book’s major themes is 

how to react to severe trials. 

 

❖ Importance for Today: persecutions and trials are still to come to the followers of 

Christ. As believers, we must understand that adversity is a part of life, a result of 

being mortal and human. We live in a fallen world; and people, all people, get sick, 

struggle through life, and eventually die. God doesn’t promise to spare us from those 

trials and give us perpetual health, wealth, and good feelings. But He does promise to 

be with us in everything we face.   

 

So today, James would urge us, like his first-century readers, to see our trials as tests of 

faith that can help us grow and mature.  

 

Law of Love: James wrote this epistle before the controversy about whether or not 

Christians needed to obey Jewish ceremonial laws. 

 

For James, the Law of Love included looking after “orphans and widows” (1:27), not 

showing favoritism (2:8–9), being merciful (2:12–13), clothing the naked and feeding the 

hungry (2:14–17), being a peacemaker (3:17–18), not speaking evil of another (4:11–12), 

and praying for each other (5:13–16). 

 

❖ Importance for Today. James would be the first to emphasize the importance of 

having piety and purity in the midst of a twisted and morally depraved society (1:21–

27; 4:4) — and certainly, our society fits that description. But we can be so obsessed 

with keeping our hands clean and being separate from the world that we fail to reach 

out to those in need. 

 

Also, very often our giving is meager or self-centered. A response to the poor and needy 

might be seasonal (for example, canned food drives at Thanksgiving and toy collections 

at Christmas) or small, an occasional dollar dropped in a solicitor’s container. And our 

financial donations can be tithes to ourselves: beautiful edifices for worship and Christian 

education, exciting programs and literature, articulate and dynamic pastors—all provided 

for us and our families. 
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Wise speech: James began his chapter on the tongue by referring to “teachers.” In the 

Jewish community, teachers, especially rabbis who taught God’s Word, were held in high 

regard. To become a teacher, a boy had to study for many years under learned men. Paul, 

for example, was taught by the esteemed Gamaliel. At the time James wrote this book, 

however, it seems as though many wanted to be teachers in the church, even though they 

weren’t qualified. James began by warning aspiring teachers that they would be judged 

very strictly (3:1–2). He then discussed the issue of speech. Of all people, teachers should 

watch what they say, since most of what they teach directly impacts others. 

 

Importance for Today: Beyond the issue of teachers and teaching, there is a strong 

application to all believers to guard our mouths. It is easy to be critical of others, to get in 

the last word, to complain, to brag about our accomplishments, or just to talk to hear 

ourselves. But those words come directly from “envy and selfish ambition” (3:14). And 

nothing hurts churches or relationships more quickly than careless or harmful talk. 

 

Instead, we should “be quick to listen, slow to speak” (1:19), keep a “tight rein” on our 

tongues (1:26), refrain from judging our neighbors (11–12), avoid bragging (4:16) and 

complaining (5:9), and speak truthfully (5:12). We need to engage our minds before we 

put our mouths in gear and ask God for self-control. True believers in Christ should be 

known for their wise speech. 

 

How is your speech? Are you quick to defend yourself and to get in an authoritative 

word, or are you a good listener? Do you voice your grievances and blast your opponents, 

or do you try to speak constructively? Are you quick to pass on the morsel of gossip, or 

do you remain silent and think the best of others? 

 

Wealth: It is not surprising that there are significant references in James’s epistle to 

wealth, especially the relationship between the poor and the rich because the church in 

Jerusalem was poor. In fact, this church eventually became so impoverished, especially 

after a devastating famine, that Paul collected money for them on his third missionary 

journey (see Acts 11:28–30; 24:17; Romans 15:25–26; 1 Corinthians 16:1–4; 2 

Corinthians 8:1–9:5). The Jerusalem church was never a wealthy church. Remember, 

many of the apostles had been fishermen, and most of the early members came from the 

poor and oppressed classes. 
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Another factor that contributed to their poverty was the emphasis on caring for the needy 

and feeding the hungry in the church. 

 

In addition, there were conflicts between the rich and the poor. In the text, we read that 

the rich were exploiting the poor and taking them to court (2:6–7). As in most cultures, 

society was stratified according to wealth with many becoming rich at the expense of the 

poor (5:4–6). 

 

❖ Importance for Today: indulgence (5:5). 

Today, Western society is intensely materialistic. People are obsessed with being 

comfortable, amassing possessions, and becoming rich. The “good life” involves 

conspicuous consumption and self-indulgence. Preying on this lust for wealth are con 

artists and profiteers, offering get-rich-quick schemes to the gullible. Even the 

government promises easy wealth through state-sponsored gaming and lotteries. 

Although much has changed since the first century, society is still stratified, with the 

wealthy and powerful featured as heroes and role models. Many of the rich use their 

money to get their way and oppress the poor. And whatever the source of the wealth, 

very little is given to help the needy — rather it is hoarded for the last days, for one’s 

retirement funds or estate (5:3). 

 

Unfortunately, the church often reflects its own culture. Most Western churches are not 

poor, like the Jerusalem church. Instead, they are rich like the Jerusalem church. Instead, 

they are rich by comparison.  

 

Additionally, many churches and media “evangelists” seem to focus on money, catering 

to the rich and urging generous contributions. God’s values are turned upside down. 

 

Another application of James’s message is how we treat the poor in our communities and 

neighborhoods. Do we oppress? Do we help? Do we reach out with food, clothes, 

medicine, and love in the name of Christ? And what about how we use our “wealth”? 

Compared to the very wealthy, we may feel poor; but compared to the destitute, we are 

rich. Regardless of our money, we are responsible for how we use it (Matthew 25:14–

30). True believers should be known for their generosity. (See also Matthew 6:19–34; 

25:31–46; 1 Timothy 6:10, 17). 


